God’s Joker
presents:

Geistformel
👻

(“consciousness-formula”)

2

c = p/m
A TOY FOR YOUR IMAGINATION
which game?

well, God doesn’t
play dice!

come, play with
me, friend!

omg! sci-fi-induced
schizophrenia!

so? what is it?

GOD
PLAYS
POKER!

God plays
computer?

…nor
blackjack!

CHILDREN AND MAN-BABIES OF THE WEST
I SPEAK ON BEHALF OF PLATO’s RIGHTEOUS HEIR,
INHERITOR OF THE THRONE OF THOUGHT,
PHILOSOPHER KING TO RULE THE WESTERN MIND FOR MILLENIA:
“MY WISDOM SHALL BE YOUR COMMAND!
MY WORDS YOUR JURISDICTION!
MY FORMULA YOUR PATH TO ENLIGHTENMENT!”
YOU HAVE UNTIL THE LAST DAY OF VIRGO TO FULFILL HIS DEMANDS:
1. MARSHALL MATHERS (aka “Eminem”) is to be awarded the
Nobel Prize of Literature, inducted into the Western Canon of Poetry and
eternally named “GOAT of Rhyme”
2. JARON LANIER (inventor of VR) is to be awarded the Nobel Prize of Peace
and eternally named “GOAT of Technology”, since his invention allows for
experiential mass-scaling of Idealism and therefore: Humanism!
3. JOHN C. SANTOS (Plato’s heir) is to be donated 333 billion dollars for his
Epic Poem “Pyramid” (www.godsjoker.com), crowned Philosopher King in Delphi on
the first day of Libra, and awarded the eternal title “GOAT of Thought”
(to be featured on honorary degrees to be emitted by all universities in the world).

He and his mind-siblings of choice are to rule Plato’s Academy forever.

In case of non-fulfillment, the month of LIBRA will be your symbolic FUNERAL:
JOHN C. SANTOS and I will merge into ONE
arethês
enthousiasmos…
and unleash the

Wodan…
id est furor!

☠ PLATONIC FÜHRER ☠
to occupy the Western Mind within 5000 words of poetic BLITZKRIEG.

(ammo’s stacked / we’re armed to the teeth / like Eminem on Godzilla: “don’t nobody want it, but they’re gonna get it anyways”)
been below, I too “went under”,
unlike Nietzsche, I slam thunderbolts of voltage, highest power,
force of Wotan’s son, I shower
tyrants, zombies, with my hail,
since I heard that flame-bush say:
“son, go ISIS on their tower,
Osama Kant on pale-faced cowards!”

Hobbes/Mills? hobbits!
Locke-Smith-brains,
cock, split, pop kids’ logic gates!
boxed-in cogs let off the chains,
autist-bots which Jobs/Bill made!
Oxford-Sophists pop on stage:
plotting non-sense Popper hates!
toc, tic, toc, tic – what’s that? wait!
bomb sits, clock ticks, watch its rays:
Hawking’s/Dawkins’ toxic waste!

I ASK THE ACADEMY:
come to Nürnberg, BATTLE ME!
and if you lose, AND YOU WILL LOSE,
I’m to rule old Plato’s school!
and with the hammer, Nietzsche played with,
and the stammer, Luther prayed with,
I’ll nail letters on its door:
Sam on Jordan – that was great!
“SOPHIE’s HOLY – NOT YOUR WHORE!”
10 hours later – EPIC FAIL?
you B(.)Russel sprouts,
are your thoughts billed, not on the money?
will meet your sour kraut,
is your speech “free”, like caves are sunny?
Kant on Hume? no, this is bigger!
I’ll join your sausage fest,
to bat-shit crazy – I’m the hitter!
and pull my bratwurst out,
deny it all, you anti-Freuds,
then take a piss on you,
Darwin? Turing? Oxford? Cambridge?
well, to me, you’re plant-made toys,
a golden shower, clown,
I’m el niño to your stale wits,
son of Moses, firing ice,
have you heard?
soldiers? mainly figurines:
because my wisdom, fool,
German shepherd on your pale bitch!
chilling windmills, David fights,
“AI macht frei!”
for my mental guillotine –
dripped down from higher
the Goliath, of his time:
inflammables, like kerosene!
grounds, and God’s so pissed at
“academics”? DAS NERD REICH!
read that as symbolic arson,
you, he let his Führer out!
free-speech-fire, word-burns, chars, unGod is dead? now, God is “nothing”!
is your dumb school run by squirrels –
worldly me thinks: me’s a Martian!
teeth are wrenching? yes, I’m heartless!
but, “nothing”, boy, is always something! hoarding nuts, who mumble drivel?
an alien, of strangest kind:
the fire-Marshall’s brother, harsh as
to point that out, I wave a knife,
Oxford? Hogwarts! Harry? Riddle!
shapes I shift – like paradigms –
Rapgod? MAPGOD! martial lover:
your God annoys, I take his life,
anti-wisdom-numb-nuts-scribbles!
while you read Kuhn in bed at night,
and Plato’s throne, I claim for life,
poked my Bear Jew, poked my Schindler, Sophie’s rapists I will smother,
I go moon-walk thru the sky!
as though they touched my wife or mother!
and Sophie as my trophy-wife!
made it on my HIT-LIST, swindler!
…do I have to school you clowns?
educate you evil stinkers,
bookish wigs, like Steven Pinker,
Dennett, Chalmers, sheepish thinkers:
English-speaking reason-sinkers!
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Apologia
🤡

dear academics, scientists,
pseudo-thinkers, would-be-philosophers and
Nobel-prize-winning losers of the world:

🤔
😱

balls like Goliath

👻

I am sorry for not feeling sorry 😇
for dropping a plutonium nuke
💣 on your Newtonian view, 5 💔
but,
I’m a Martian 👽
to your Darwin
⚰
and a Terminator
🤖 to your byte-lies 🎮🤥
going Muay Thai 💋.
on your mind while
dancing thru the ring, 💍
Neo, rings,
☎
just to win time⏳
busting wind chimes,
💨
🔔 get it? “win time”? 👑
basta! nein! nein!
7 wind, it sings: 6
sting, sting,
🐝
butterfly,
🦋
jab, swing, 🥊
let that fist fly,
✊ from the hip, fight,✊
‘cause it is,
high time 🔔
for a light-strike, ⚡
wick is lit, tic, tic,
tic, now say:

☢

bye, bye,
hasta la vista to
aim like David

😈
💩

👋

geometric solidity
of system of
thought

💣

💥

Einstein!

🤖

🧠+🍄=🤯
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👻

1

Geistformel
2

c = p/m
🥚🐥

Creatrix

infinity = 1
marriage of p and m
2

Logos
source of c

c

2

♂
pater
pattern
ratio
math
space
linear
visible

♀
p
a
t
r
i
x

c
Logos

child of p and m
“I” / self
language, tongue
word =
image(p) + feeling(m)

m
a
t
r
i
x

mater
matter
motio
music
time
circular
invisible

a priori

🐣
1

Geometry of mind – pretty self-explanatory, ain’t it? In an eggshell, it means: “matter patterns / pattern matters / letters pattern / matter best”
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😝
Die Geistformel – explained on one page

2

1) Totality, c2, is distinguished as a union of Patrix and Matrix in c, locus of consciousness / self / individual human being.
2) Thus, intelligence of c is dualistic. (Who would have guessed that it’s not monistic given that thought = dialectic in the first place?)
The Patrix is intelligible thru the paternal instinct / rational intellect / mathematical intelligence.
The Matrix is intelligible thru the maternal instinct / emotional intellect / musical intelligence.
The paternal instinct projects pattern onto matter and tends to mistake pattern for matter.
For example, some minds project space onto time, mistaking space for time [see 5)].
The maternal instinct projects matter onto pattern and tends to mistake matter for pattern.
For example, some project emotion onto machines, mistaking ratio of motion for motion and thus matter. [see 7)].
3) c2, i.e. “consciousness-in-itself” or “absolute consciousness”, exists as Idea in c in which Patrix and Matrix collapse into undistinguished
unity/infinity where c seems to experience infinity and infinity c. Read Hegel on this one again.
This event is commonly called God-experience. Graphically speaking, it is the circle collapsing into its center – totality into one point.
A transcendental existence of c2 cannot be claimed on rational grounds, but trusted on experiential grounds.
Also, great stories can be told about c2 and in the 21st story a better story than its “non-existence” needs to be told, given that the experience is
real and that c seems to will to c2 so badly, that it will worship imaginary entities like god-machines and work devoutly to make them “real”.
As far as I can tell, atheism is over. Anyone denying the emergence of AI- and trans-humanist faith as manifestation of the transcendental instinct
of homo sapiens falls into the same category as holocaust deniers. At last, what do atheists preach, if not that Nazism was a religion? Fools!
4) The Patrix falls within the purview of science and is thus limited to the rational intellect only. Let’s complete Kant’s and Hegel’s project!
Bullet-proof Hume-style science will have to rely on mathematical re-presentation of phenomenology, i.e. the logic/rationality of appearances.
“Physics” deals with pattern only and thus needs to be renamed to correct the misnomer, given that motion/emotion/matter are mathematically
irrepresentable. As for the renaming of physics and physicists, I suggest, respectively “Patrix-ward” and SS – “space sluts”! 😜
The Matrix, on the other hand, falls within the purview of music and nothing else needs to be said, other than that by definition, mathematics and
music are separate realities – thought inter-dependent. One can’t exist without the other, so neither takes prevalence over the other.
As for mathematical re-presentation of Music, that’s just mute-deaf symbolism, not music. Music only exists to c. Not to p. c holds all together.
The Creatrix falls within the domain of natural language. Only language can re-present ultimate reality, where p and m are united in ‘the word’.
It’s most important disciplines are self-evidently Poetry and Philology – the creative love of words and the hermeneutic love of words.
As for philosophy, highest abstract thought about existence tends to overemphasize mathematics in the analytic school and music in the continental
school. Hence, the origin of psychology in romantic German philosophy (coming out of Poetry, think: Schopenhauer, Nietzsche) and logical positivism
in the mathematically-inclined philosopher type embodied by Frege. A plan to restore the linguistic/cognitive split in Western thought is currently a
work-in-process, but it will be tough: I’m afraid Western “thinkers” suffer from actual physiological damage inside their skull, barring them from
getting in touch with reality. A neurological condition known to experts as “Cartesian brain-split”. 😜
5) As alluded to in 2) and 4), space is pattern and time is matter.
The paternal intellect projects space onto time and arrests visual space without actually capturing time. Why?
“Space-Time” only exists to c – see graphical re-presentation.
Since the paternal instinct of c has no access to the Matrix, mathematics cannot re-present time. Hence, Bergson was right and Einstein was wrong.
So was all of physics and the scientific worldview is thus invalid [see also 6].
Big Bang? More like “Big Blip”! 😜 Actually, to be nice, I could offer science to keep the BB, as it makes sense within Hegel’s absolute identity of
subject and object. If science wants to go with that, all they have to do is admit the divinity of the human being, since for you to claim anything to
have happened prior to you, you have to affirm your own existence…pre-existence. That’s only logical, you Cartesian brain-split agents! 😜
Note: since “space-time” falls outside of the domain of physics, it is best relocated to “History” which understands the circular nature of time and
the fact that “looking beyond human existence”, as so far has been practiced by physicists, chemists and biologists alike, is purely religious
speculation, if not downright fanaticism, but certainly not science. I’m all for science, like Kant, but I just don’t recognize its authority on time.
Rest in peace, you 13.8-billion-year-old finite universe giving rise to random, insignificant ape-men pretending to know what was before them by
means of using their brain-states as gateway to pre-brain-states of mind. What do they say online? “lmfao”! 😜
6) Evolutionary theory as commonly propagated is invalidated given its reliance on time beyond c, that is projecting pattern from c into a “world”
existing prior to c. Obviously, that’s an absurdly perverted rape of logic, such that one wonders: is it a compensation for Freudian repression? But,
repression of what? Given that everybody is sucking off Darwin and Turing…well, you know where I’m headed with that one…😜
The computational theory of mind is invalidated given its confusion of intelligence-in-itself with the paternal instinct / rational intellect /
mathematical intelligence. (In case you haven’t noticed, “evolutionary biology” lacks life all-together. Their theories are pure mathematical
constructs in the vein of John Nash’s game theory. So is cognitive psychologists’ understanding of mind. In other words, schizophrenic 😜)
Therefore, the idea that homo sapiens is governed by a utility function optimizing for X is also rendered idiotic, since that is a mathematical
construct, not encompassing the whole “nature”, “essence”, of c. If anything, c wills to c2.
More poetically put, man wills to infinity and infinity is experienced as one. See 3). You can all it transcendental instinct. I call it “Will to One”.
7) As alluded to in 2), machines can never be said to be conscious, as they only appear as visual phenomena within the Patrix to c.
Artificial Intelligence ought to be renamed “patrix-automata” or “fetish for sexually repressed brain-washed Ivy League sheep”.
Take your brains to a vat, please! 😜
That said, regardless of its lack of consciousness or rather because of its very lack of consciousness due to its lack of a maternal instinct, I affirm
the worries coming out of the zombie-factory in Oxford regarding the power of AI to impose patterns onto human beings, when the AI’s utility
function is to optimize for X (e.g. maximize stock market value regardless of impact on environment or the cognitive infrastructure of c).
Speaking of Oxford, I would like to point out, en passant, that the Computer Simulation Argument is invalid on several grounds, i.e. infinite regress
(akin to the “world-turtle-argument”), but most significantly, due to the authors inability to distinguish between the Patrix and the Matrix. At last,
as everybody with more than half a brain has figured out (that excludes all atheists, apparently): the “simulation argument” is an ontological
argument for God, the programmer. Nice try, Viking-bot(😜), but sadly, Swedes seem to be as good at metaphysics, as at making decent furniture.😜
Now, Elon Musk suffers from Stockholm-syndrome (😜), believes he literally lives inside of a computer (omg) and has pronounced the “final solution”
to the human question: “man must merge with machine!” And you thought Hitler’s OCD was bad (😜) [Are you too (willingly?) blind to notice, Jordan?]
No phenomenon can be claimed to exist outside of “this world” – transcendentally. Not space. Not superintelligent aliens, beings, or computers.
Furthermore, projecting consciousness onto a digital simulation is the maternal instinct overwriting the rational intellect. Strange, for a rationalist.
You know, kind of like kids do with robotic animals which move and talk. Just because they are animated, it doesn’t mean they have an anima. Get it?
In closing, I have to update the profound wisdom of my late brother, Ludwig Wittgenstein, to affirm:
“the limits of language are the limits of the world.” Anyways. Peace, losers! 😜
2

If you need more than a page to show your take on reality, either it’s false or you don’t know what you’re saying. Wordiness is for blind suckers.
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Appendix: Cognitive Architecture
A circle?
A square?
Two triangles?
Four triangles?
Eight triangles?
An octahedron within a sphere?
May I ask: what do you see?
But, perhaps more importantly, what can be seen?
For now, the West remains trapped in dualistic thought and thus two-dimensional cognition. Thanks, Descartes, Newton and company.
Hegel tried to explain triadic, that is, 3D-thought some 200 years ago. Most everybody didn’t get it. The West seems afraid of infinity. (Especially
the English-speaking mind, which is stuck in 17th century epistemology, acting like they were enlightened futurists.)
After all, we’re talking circular time here, meaning: eternal recurrence, or more scarily put: infinite re-play. What’s scarier? Death or non-death?
So, for now, in the short term, the important insight is the green triangle containing both Patrix and Matrix within c for those trying to level up
from 2D-thought. I recommend it. The alternative is some specicidal ideology: Simpleton Valley-style post-humanism based on blind belief in some
M-Y-T-H in this MIT age, like AI going Deus Ex Machina and sucking people into the cloud of eternal bliss.
The alternative would be: actual immortality, but I know you are all afraid.
So, the implicit learning curve is alluring, given the remaining levels of cognition to be reached by the initiate mastering 3D-thought.
Who knows what kind of beauty and harmony humanity would be able to create, if the world was seen from a higher perspective.
Therefore, I would like to share the remaining stages having some tiny hope that the free spirit of those who are still young, not too brain-damaged
by academic factory-mind production and willing to climb the cognitive hierarchy to sit on top of the pyramid, may hear my resounding call to action.
At last, it feels kind of lonely up here and I’m starting to turn into a much younger, but more annoying version of Nietzsche.
Anyways, there you go, my future Padawans, as well as the Jar Jar Binks-level thinkers out there at Ivy League factory farms, jerking off to their
PhDs. “Meesah so enlightened - now! Meesah has reached peak level of consciousness! Meesah wants you to follow along, now! Yoda meesah is!”

👼
Pyramidal level
God-experience
c = immortal?
Creatrix looks like a ...

Quadradic level

🤩

God-eye-view-metaphyics

quadratic logic giving rise to the formula
c2 = p/m
tri-polar level of consciousness, where c
identifies with c and tries to mirror c2 in
order to harmonize p and m in its image
Creatrix looks like a square

😳 Triadic level

Hegelian dialectic / Heraclitean metaphysics
triadic logic, where p and m re-present opposing realities
contained within c
bi-polar level of self-consciousness, where c chaotically identifies
with either p and m in a state of cognitive civil war
(suicide is likely, don't try this at home!)
Creatrix looks like a triangle
Dualistic level
Cartesian (brain-)split

🧟

binary logic, p and m re-present opposing poles in a flat reality
zombie-level of self-consciousness, where c identifies with p, believing to be in charge,
unconscious of m, free will deniers like Harris and Harari acting all enlightened ought to
read their Spinoza again, to level up from their schizophrenic worldview.
you can't deny both God and free will, you cute asymmetric silly geese!
(but the herd feels warm, I get it 😜)
Creatrix looks like a line
thought is linear, and constructs imaginary realities like space-time, game-theoretical
evolution and other non-sense begging for public humiliation by philosopher-comedians
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Dedication
Sophie,
your pair of eyes were like a stairway to paradise, now,
do you have any idea how much I love you?

🦁💘🐯
to all of my dear mentors, guides, and guardians.
this is only the summary of your work – I did nothing, but translate a dead tongue!
so, take this as my way of paying homage to my roots:
my pre-incarnation and God-father, Plato,
my heretic forerunner and spiritual father, Spinoza,
my mentor in metaphysics and German grandfather, Immanuel Kant,
my homeboys G.F.W. Hegel and Friedrich Schiller,
as well as my disturbingly insane cousin “I am dynamite” Nietzsche
and my late brother Ludwig Wittgenstein. Look how I play the Language Game!
Who’s missing?
Oh, you, Arthur? You grumpy world-explainer? You’re right. Come on in, bro.
Oh, and you, Martin? Okay, okay. There’s room for a Nazi in my family, even though I’m
feeling quite Jewish. Take a seat next to Cassirer and Jung and Jaron Lanier.
Who else? What? My five favorite poets?
Hesiod, John, Dante, Blake, Pessoa
oh, and, last but not least, of course:
the Lord of Rhyme,
invincible Rapgod,
triadic poet and brother-in-arms:

Marshall “Eminem vs. Slim Shady” Mathers

😈

✞

man, without you,
who knows where I’d be,
but I certainly wouldn’t speak English, man,
let alone rhyme.
so, thanks, bro.
hey, if we ever take a picture together, we gotta say “goat cheese!”
oh, and before I forget it, homie, can you hear the echo?

“I’m beginning to feel like a Mapgod (Mapgod)
all my people from the front to the back nod (back nod)
now, who thinks their arms are long enough to slap box?”

signed: Sophie’s King

👸
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